This artwork shows a figure that inflates when it is watched or approached by someone until it reaches the restraints of the glass encasement it resides in. When I was writing my thesis, the way some scientists inflate their findings made me think of this artwork. The transparent, glass 'container' of the scientific enterprise hopefully stops the scientists from exaggerations. However, I remember the tension, when I saw the artwork for the first time. As the noisy motor (from a vacuum cleaner) pushed the figure against the glass, I wondered: is the glass box solid enough?
However, as I talked to Johnny about it, I Iearned he himself had associations with Sartre when he conceived the work: "The Other's look fashions my body in its nakedness, causes it to be born, sculptures it, produces it as it is, sees it as I shall never see it." (Sartre, 1943, Being and Nothingness) .
Johnny turned photographs from the artwork into a 3D picture that he remembered enjoying when he was a child. And when I showed it to others, they again had a completely different interpretation from Johnny's or mine. There is not one true 
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